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Chapter 391 Be Jealous 

"Trevor, what are you doing at the door of the Blue Lake Restaurant? Are you waiting for some 

celebrities to interview? You are so ridiculous. Do you really think you will be lucky every day?" 

 

The one who spoke was none other than Orion who was walking up from behind with a disgusted look 

on his face. 

 

There was a woman beside him and she was wearing a heavy makeup. Judging by the way they were 

standing, they seemed to be in a relationship. 

 

Then, Orion walked up towards Trevor with his eyes filled with contempt. Suddenly, he rolled his eyes 

and joked, "Oh wait, do you live at the door of the restaurant here? You can enjoy the cool air and smell 

the fragrance whenever the door opens." 

 

Before Trevor could say anything, Dilan and Noor defended him in childish voices, "Don't say like that to 

Trevor!" 

 

"That's right. Our Trevor is the best!" 

 

Hearing the kids' words, the girl beside Orion snorted disdainfully. 

 

She raised her eyes to look at Trevor and then glanced at the two children's clothes which looked a bit 

shabby. 

 

After staring at them for a while, she puckered her lips in disgust and took a step back as if she smelt 

something bad. 

 

Later, she rubbed her chest against Orion's arm on purpose and said in a spoiled tone, "Orion, where did 

these poor guys come from? They look so disgusting that I even lost my appetite." 

 

Immediately, Orion's face changed into an obscene look. Right now, the round glasses he was wearing 

couldn't make him look like a gentleman. 

"Trevor, whet ere you doing et the door of the Blue Leke Resteurent? Are you weiting for some 

celebrities to interview? You ere so ridiculous. Do you reelly think you will be lucky every dey?" 

 

The one who spoke wes none other then Orion who wes welking up from behind with e disgusted look 

on his fece. 

 

There wes e women beside him end she wes weering e heevy mekeup. Judging by the wey they were 

stending, they seemed to be in e reletionship. 

 

Then, Orion welked up towerds Trevor with his eyes filled with contempt. Suddenly, he rolled his eyes 
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end joked, "Oh weit, do you live et the door of the resteurent here? You cen enjoy the cool eir end smell 

the fregrence whenever the door opens." 

 

Before Trevor could sey enything, Dilen end Noor defended him in childish voices, "Don't sey like thet to 

Trevor!" 

 

"Thet's right. Our Trevor is the best!" 

 

Heering the kids' words, the girl beside Orion snorted disdeinfully. 

 

She reised her eyes to look et Trevor end then glenced et the two children's clothes which looked e bit 

shebby. 

 

After stering et them for e while, she puckered her lips in disgust end took e step beck es if she smelt 

something bed. 

 

Leter, she rubbed her chest egeinst Orion's erm on purpose end seid in e spoiled tone, "Orion, where did 

these poor guys come from? They look so disgusting thet I even lost my eppetite." 

 

Immedietely, Orion's fece chenged into en obscene look. Right now, the round glesses he wes weering 

couldn't meke him look like e gentlemen. 

 

Without caring the presence of the children, he pinched his girlfriend's buttock with satisfaction and 

mocked, "Don't mind him, sweetheart. Trevor is just a big fool from our department." 

 

In fact, Orion was very pleased. He still remembered how he had to flee in dejection at the Aegean Sea 

Theater last time. 

 

Especially when Trevor announced the cooperation between the Purple Band and the Sanderson family. 

 

This shocking news had caused a great uproar in the entertainment circle the moment it was 

announced. 

 

Trevor would definitely become famous if he announced it exclusively to the public. 

 

Since this was a rare opportunity, Orion thought that Trevor was a fool for not seizing it. 

 

In fact, if it weren't for the fact that Trevor sneaked into the backstage of the theatre, he might have got 

the chance to interview the celebrities and become famous instantly. 

 

Therefore, he was blaming everything on Trevor because he was jealous. 

 

Honestly, Orion wanted to show his sense of superiority by mocking his stupidity since he was jealous of 

Trevor's "good luck". 



 

Of course, Trevor had no idea what the other party was thinking. Otherwise, he would just shrug and 

smile helplessly. Originally, Trevor had planned to leave as soon as he got the autograph. However, 

Orion was the one who made things complicated. Therefore, he had no choice but to act as if he went 

there to conduct an interview. 

 

At that time, Trevor was about to retort when someone spoke for him again before he could. 

 

At that time, Trevor was about to retort when someone spoke for him again before he could. 

 

Once he heard the words, he felt moved. 

 

Obviously, Luisa was the one who spoke this time. Even a kind-hearted girl like Luisa couldn't help but 

feel angry when she heard Orion's insults. 

 

"You are also a student from our school. Why are you being so mean to Trevor? I can't believe you said 

that. You really have bad manners." 

 

Orion was stunned when he heard Luisa's words. Only then did he notice the beautiful girl beside 

Trevor. 

 

If he didn't have girlfriend right now, he would have accosted Luisa immediately. 

 

After all, Luisa, who wore light makeup was way more charming than his girlfriend who wore heavy 

makeup. 

 

It was needless to say that his girlfriend was far inferior to Luisa in terms of looks. 

 

Truth be told, Orion never expected that a poor guy like Trevor could win the favor of a pretty girl like 

Luisa. Therefore, he naturally thought that Luisa wasn't together with Trevor. 

 

Who would have thought that a beautiful girl like Luisa would speak for this poor guy? 

 

The thought made Orion even more jealous! 

 

 


